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Abstract
Binary rewriting consists in disassembling a program to modify its instructions. However, existing solutions suffer from
shortcomings in terms of soundness and performance. We present SaBRe, a load-time system for selective binary rewriting.
SaBRe rewrites specific constructs—particularly system calls and functions—when the program is loaded into memory, and
intercepts them using plugins through a simple API. We also discuss the theoretical underpinnings of disassembling and
rewriting. We developed two backends—for x86_64 and RISC-V—which were used to implement three plugins: a fast
system call tracer, a multi-version executor, and a fault injector. Our evaluation shows that SaBRe imposes little overhead,
typically below 3%.
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1 Introduction

Binary rewriting is widely used to implement security and
reliability techniques, such as software fault isolation [68],
sandboxing [67],multi-version execution [26], programopti-
misation [3], and bounds checking [49].

The goal of binary rewriting is to add, delete, and replace
instructions in binary code. There are two main types of
binary rewriting techniques: static and dynamic. In static
binary rewriting, the binary file is rewritten on disk before
the program executes, while in dynamic binary rewriting it
is rewritten in memory as the program executes. With static
approaches, the rewriting process does not incur any over-
head during execution as it is performed before the program
starts running. However, static binary rewriting is hard to get
right: correctly identifying all the code in the program is ulti-
mately reducible to the halting problem [24] in the presence
of variable-length instructions and indirect jumps.
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By contrast, dynamic binary rewritingmodifies the code in
memory, during program execution. This is typically accom-
plished by translating one basic block at a time and caching
the results, with branch instructions modified to point to
already translated code. Since translation is done at runtime,
when the instructions are issued and the targets of indirect
branches are already resolved, dynamic binary rewriting is
not affected by the aforementioned issues for static binary
rewriting. However, this style of translation is heavyweight
and incurs a large runtime overhead.

In this paper, we present SaBRe, a system that imple-
ments a novel design point for binary rewriting. Unlike
prior techniques, SaBRe operates at load time, after the
program is loaded into memory, but before it starts execu-
tion. Like static binary rewriting techniques, SaBRe rewrites
the code in-place. However, SaBRe’s translation is done in
memory, similarly to dynamic binary rewriting. This combi-
nation enables SaBRe to efficiently and safely rewrite all the
code mapped into a process, including dynamically loaded
libraries, while increasing the program start time usually by
less than 70ms. We note here that some techniques based
on load-time binary rewriting exist—such as Xifer [13] in
the context of software diversity—but they rely on specific
features of the operating system’s loader (see Sect. 6).

SaBRe is a selective rewriter that intercepts instructions of
interest (e.g. system calls and function prologues) by relocat-
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ing them and rewriting their original location with byte-long
invalid instructions. SaBRe installs an invalid instruction han-
dler that identifies which instruction was intercepted by the
value of the program counter at the invalid instruction. Using
this scheme, SaBRe improves the state of the art over static
techniques as it can retain the original semantics of the binary
even in the presence of indirect jumps only known at runtime
and jumps to the middle of existing instructions.

The goal of SaBRe is to provide a framework for imple-
menting plugins for improving software reliability, such as
tracers and fault injectors. Therefore, SaBRe is designed to
take advantage of code generated by well-behaved compil-
ers such as gcc and LLVM, even at high optimisation levels.
Obfuscated and handcrafted code, such as that found in mal-
ware, is out of scope.

A key optimisation in SaBRe is to replace the relocated
instructions with a direct jump to their handler code, based
on the observation that code generated by modern compilers
follows well-known patterns for certain types of constructs
such as system calls and function prologues. This reduces
SaBRe’s average runtimeoverhead from13–62% toonly 0.3–
3% on our benchmarks.

We implemented two rewriting backends based on this
design: one for x86_64 and one for RISC-V. Both rewriters
provide the same flexible API, which we used to implement
three different plugins: a fast system call tracer, a multi-
version execution system, and a fault injector.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

1. A new design point for selective binary rewriting which
translates code in memory in-place at load time, before
the program starts execution.

2. An implementation of this approach for two architectures,
x86_64 and RISC-V. We make our implementation
available as open source.

3. The implementation of a system call tracer based on
SaBRe, which is complete (does not miss vDSO system
calls) and faster (2x slowdownvs. 28x average slowdown)
when compared to the state of the art.

4. The implementation of a novel system-call fault injector,
which finds bugs in existing libraries that mishandle error
conditions from system calls (e.g. glibcmishandling an
mmap that returns NULL).

5. A comprehensive evaluation using three plugins: the fast
system call tracer and fault injector described above, and
the reimplementation of a multi-version execution sys-
tem.

At a high level, SaBRe starts by disassembling the binary
into its constituent instructions and then selectively rewrites
the desired instructions in memory, at load time. We first
discuss the rewriting stage in Sect. 2 and then the disassembly

stage inSect. 3.Wenext present the implementation ofSaBRe
in Sect. 4 and extensively evaluate it in Sect. 5.

2 Rewriting

This section assumes that all instructions are accurately disas-
sembled; we discuss this process in detail in Sect. 3. We start
with a discussion of existing binary rewriting approaches
(Sect. 2.1), present the standard interception in SaBRe via
invalid instructions (Sect. 2.2), and then discuss a key opti-
misation based on trampolines (Sect. 2.3).

2.1 Static versus dynamic rewriting

Binary rewriting schemes are traditionally categorised as
either static or dynamic [63]. The latter is performed at run-
time and relies on actual execution of the program. It incurs
a high overhead in both space and time and therefore gener-
ally cannot be used in production. (See also our experiments
in Sect. 5.2.) Moreover, it is useful for heavyweight instru-
mentation purposes but not particularly suited to the type of
plugins based on selective rewriting.

On theother hand, static binary rewriting canbeperformed
offline on binary files, which makes it amenable to deploy-
ment. Nonetheless, statically rewriting a whole program
is hard due to dynamic linking and position-independent
code—which is now the default for most modern com-
piler targets—and the difficulty of creating a valid modified
executable—which may require changing a large number of
offsets. Therefore, we propose to statically rewrite programs
at load time. This has several benefits:

1. Low overhead that only occurs on program startup—
which makes it suitable for production.

2. Rewriting done after the program is loaded in memory,
when effective addresses are known and dynamic linking
and position-independent code are not of concern any-
more.

3. Rewriting done in-memory, so there is no need to create
a valid executable on disk.

4. Shared libraries can be rewritten transparently and selec-
tively for each execution.

The state of the art in static rewriters can broadly be clas-
sified based upon the underlying technique used: insertion,
trampoline, or lifting [29].
Insertion [29] The most straightforward rewriting technique
is to insert instructions directly into the main execution
stream. Unfortunately, this requires “stretching” the whole
binary to accommodate added instructions. In other words,
references have to be recomputed and program headers
updated to reflect the shifted locations. This may be done
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extensively at link time to leverage relocation information
and mapping symbols [14,53,57,59], or post-link-time [15].
Recent additional work [16,64] shows that in binaries that
consist only of position independent code, this approach is
also feasible.
Trampolines [27,32] This approach inserts an unconditional
jump to an out-of-line piece of code called a trampoline.
Its role is to set up the environment in a way that enables
a dedicated function, thereafter named handler, to be called
transparently.However, to reach the trampoline, somecontrol
transfer code has to be inserted at the target snippet’s original
location: a detour. Inserting a detour at an arbitrary location
can be challenging, as we discuss in Sect. 2.3.
Lifting [46] This approach translates binary code into a
higher-level representation, rewrite it, and then reassemble it.
The main advantage of binary lifting is to expose high-level
constructs like function arguments and return values as well
as symbols rather than memory locations. Unfortunately,
these representations are usually tied to a specific compiler
(e.g. LLVM bitcode), and translating and then recompiling
code is a costly operation.

2.2 Standard interception in SaBRe

In general, rewriting includes three possible operations:
adding, removing, and replacing instructions. We discuss all
these operations in terms of replacing an original instruc-
tions snippet O with another snippet R, where both O or R
could have size 0. Let A(o) and S(o) be functions that map
an object o into its start address and size, respectively. When
S(O) = 0, A(O) indicates the offset in the code where R
should be added. When S(R) = 0, it means that O should
be removed.

We have three main cases:

1. S(O) = S(R): simply overwrite O with R
2. S(O) > S(R): insert R and pad the remaining space with

nops
3. S(O) < S(R): insert an illegal instruction and catch the

SIGILL signal

In the last case, R cannot be inserted in place because it
is larger than O . In SaBRe, the standard way to deal with
this situation is to replace O with an illegal instruction (e.g.
UD0 for x86_64) and pad the remaining space with nops.
The exact illegal instruction picked is arbitrary but will be
used at runtime to determine which R to insert. Then, SaBRe
installs a handler to catch the SIGILL signal triggered by the
CPU attempting to decode this illegal instruction. This sig-
nal handler first checks whether the cause of the SIGILL is
a legitimate illegal instruction, in which case it simply redi-
rects execution to the default handler. Otherwise, the signal
handler simply executes the R corresponding to the illegal

instruction inserted, before returning to normal execution. In
general, since there can be only one SIGILL handler per pro-
cess and the number of binary sequences guaranteed by an
ISA to encode illegal instructions1 is limited, this approach
does not scale. However, as SaBRe is a selective rewriter, it
is only concerned with a limited number of instruction types;
furthermore, the optimisation presented next removes most
of these illegal instructions. Besides, in case this scheme had
to be generic, the solution would be to associate each R not
with a specific illegal instruction but rather with the location
to be rewritten, i.e. the value of the program counter that
raised the signal.

2.3 Trampoline-based optimisation

Interceptionvia illegal instructions is expensive, as it involves
a context switch to the kernel and back. A key optimisation
in SaBRe is to replace as many illegal instructions as possi-
ble with direct jumps to the handling code. The optimisation
takes advantage of the types of instructions SaBRe is primar-
ily designed to intercept, particularly system calls, functions
and vDSO calls, for which compilers generate patterns that
SaBRe can take advantage of.

The optimisation replaces illegal instructions with detours
via trampolines, which we briefly described in Sect. 2.1. The
main challenge is to find space in the main instruction stream
for the unconditional jump to the trampoline. In a CISC con-
text (e.g. x86_64), a single instruction suffices to encode
the jump. However, with RISC architectures (e.g. RISC-V),
the restricted encoding space usually requires at least two
instructions: one to load the target address into a register,
plus one to actually perform the jump. Hence, we will use
the term jump snippet from now on.

When a detour is required, depending on the relative sizes
of the original snippet O and the jump snippet J , some
surrounding instructions may need to be moved to the tram-
poline. Thus, the following two cases emerge:

1. S(O) ≥ S(J ): insert J and (possibly) pad the remaining
space with nops

2. S(O) < S(J ): relocate as many neighbouring instruc-
tions as necessary to accommodate J

The trampoline then comprises up to six parts:

1. Preamble (optional): code fromO that is to execute before
the handler and had to be relocated

2. Pre-processing: ABI-dependent code to ensure trans-
parency

3. Call to the handler

1 Excluding encodings reserved for future use or undefined.
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4. Post-processing: ABI-dependent code to restore the orig-
inal state

5. Postamble (optional): code from O that is to execute after
the handler and had to be relocated

6. Jump back to the main instruction stream

On Linux x86_64 for instance, the pre-processing con-
sists in adjusting the stack pointer in order to preserve the red
zone and aligning it on a 16-byte boundary. The red zone is
a 128-byte memory area located below the stack pointer, i.e.
it is contiguous to the top of the stack without being part of
it [40, pp. 18–19]. It is an optimisation mandated by the ABI
to save stack-adjustment instructions since it can be used as a
scratch space for temporary data. Regular function calls may
clobber the red zone but system calls preserve it. Likewise,
the alignment is required by the ABI, whenever a function is
called, as an optimisation to enable compilers to emit vector
instructions. Another important aspect is register preserva-
tion: SaBRe stores them on the stack just before calling the
handler (see Sect. 4.3).

Not all instructions can be safely relocated. If any such
instructions are encountered, SaBRe does not perform the
trampoline-based optimisation and falls back to the stan-
dard interception scheme, which guarantees the soundness
of the approach. In particular, there are three main classes of
instructions that pose challenges:

Instructions with side effects In most ISAs, certain instruc-
tions exhibit some kind of dependency. For instance, con-
dition codes set by an earlier instruction may be used to
determinewhether a later conditional branch should be taken.
Interposing a snippet in-between may therefore cause the
original condition code to be overwritten which might in
turn result in erroneous branching. In x86_64, condition
codes are stored in a special status register called RFLAGS;
they can be pushed onto and popped from the stack via ded-
icated instructions [28, pp. 79–82]. In ARM’s compressed
instruction set (Thumb), there is no encoding space for per-
instruction condition codes. Instead, Thumb provides the
if-then (IT) instruction, which allows to specify a con-
dition that applies to the next four instructions [2]. Thus,
relocating part of an IT block would result in the condition
being applied to the wrong instructions. In addition, some
instructions cannot be inserted into an IT block.

In general, whatever the ISA, most of the code only uses
a handful of different operations. To illustrate, we carried
out a frequency measurement of x86_64 instructions in the
glibc library. The results are plotted in Fig. 1. The ten
most frequent instructions represent 85% of the mix. As few
as twenty instructions cover almost 97% of the code.

Therefore, we maintain a white list of instructions known
to be safely relocatable, which has several advantages. First,
even though therewill be a lot of false negatives, these should

Fig. 1 Static instruction mix in glibc 2.28

Table 1 Instruction white list for x86_64

ADD OR AND SUB XOR CMP

LEA NOP SHL SHR NOT NEG

MUL DIV TEST XCHG MOV

only represent a tiny fraction of the whole instruction mix
and thus be very rare. Second, this approach allows us to be
conservative by leaving out instructions whose safety is not
clear. This eliminates false positives, i.e. potentially unsafe
instructions will never be relocated. Third, it is much easier
to implement a short white list rather than a long black list.

Drawing on the glibc instruction mix, Table 1 presents
thewhite list for x86_64. This list covers 73%of theglibc
code and, in our experience, suffices to relocate all instruc-
tions around system calls, function and vDSO prologues.

Jump targets Control transfers are of two types: direct
or indirect. The latter is the least frequent: 20% in SPEC
JVM98 and 9% in SPEC INT95 C [34]. Direct control flow
changes have the destination address statically encoded into
the instruction, usually as a PC-relative displacement. In
SaBRe, all direct jump destinations are recorded during dis-
assembling and then checked against whenever a snippet is
considered for relocation at rewriting time. However, there
are situations (e.g. higher-order functions and virtual meth-
ods) where the actual target is not known at compile time.
In this case, a level of indirection is required: instead of
directly specifying the destination, the instruction has a regis-
ter operand. The designated register holds the target address
computed at runtime,which depends on the program’s inputs.
As a result, statically deriving the destination of indirect
control transfers is reducible to the halting problem [24].
Similarly, it is not possible to determine whether an arbitrary
memory location is the target of an indirect jump.

This poses an interesting theoretical challenge to our
rewriting scheme as some relocated instructionsmay become
unreachable. For instance, let us suppose that we relocate a
snippet S comprising three instructions I1..3 and replace them
with a jump. If I2 was the target of a control transfer, the relo-
cation would make it unreachable. Instead, control would
land in the middle of the jump instruction which would obvi-
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ously result in an incorrect execution.However, in the context
of system calls, functions, and vDSO, we can make the fol-
lowing observations. First, system calls have well-defined
prologue and epilogue: the former loads arguments accord-
ing to the ABI-specific calling convention, while the latter
tests the return value and stores it either as a result or an error
code. Second, named functions and vDSO are detoured at
the prologue rather than at call site. In both cases, we can
rely on the fact that a control transfer does not end up in the
middle of these well-defined sequences.

PC-relative addresses To facilitate shared-library loading
and address space layout randomisation (ASLR), most ISAs
support PC-relative addressing. As its name stands, it is a
dedicated memory addressing mode that allows to designate
a location as an offset from the current PC value. Obviously,
if a PC-relative instruction is relocated to a trampoline, the
displacement will become invalid.

For system calls, due to their standard prologue and epi-
logue, we have not encountered such instructions. However,
since function detouring offers less flexibility in the choice
of instructions to relocate, we enhanced SaBRe to handle PC-
relative addressing. The new displacement is easily obtained,
as follows. Let D and L denote the displacement and the
instruction location, respectively. Then, the new displace-
ment is Dnew = Dold − (Lnew − Lold).

3 Disassembly

The goal of the disassembling stage is to recover the pro-
gram code from the bytes in the binary file. This is a
challenging task, as the disassembler is not aware of the
underlying semantics of the bytes read from the binary. See
“Appendix A” for more details.

In the context of load-time binary rewriting, we need to
statically disassemble the code. There are two main algo-
rithms available:

1. Linear sweep The simplest solution is to start from the
first instruction and then sweep through the code until
the end. The main advantage is obviously the ease of
implementation and the low overhead. However, linear
sweep suffers from a notable shortcoming: it does not
attempt to make any distinction between actual code and
possibly embedded data. Furthermore, it is oblivious to
most kinds of instruction overlapping. In addition, the
algorithm must be pointed to the start of a legitimate
instruction, which is non-trivial for variable-length ISAs.
Nonetheless, traditional linear sweep can be improved
to help code discovery by leveraging relocation informa-
tion [52] or pattern matching of well-known constructs.

2. Recursive traversal Another option is to scan the code
recursively by analysing and following its control flow.
This translates into much more complex heuristics com-
pared to linear sweep but enables skipping mixed-in data
and exploring possibly hidden execution paths. Never-
theless, recursive traversal has its own shortcomings, the
main one being its inability to reliably handle indirect
control transfers [31]. In fact, indirect jumps and function
calls are hard to analyse statically because the effec-
tive destination addresses are computed at runtime. The
usual workaround is to use speculative disassembly, i.e. to
sweep through unreachable areas of executable segments
in case they might be indirectly targeted [18].

For load-time disassembly, the two criteria for adequate
disassembly are coverage and performance. Linear sweep
wins in terms of performance because it only requires a sin-
gle decoding pass. In terms of coverage, even though code
discovery is theoretically difficult, previous work has shown
that well-behaved x86_64 compilers never mix code and
data [1]. More importantly, the same work has highlighted
that only linear sweep consistently achieves 100% coverage.

We next discuss the sufficient conditions for accurate dis-
assembly and their feasibility in practice.

Proposition 1 Sufficient conditions for adequate coverage:

1. Within a segment, instructions are tessellated, i.e. there
is neither gap nor overlap between them.

2. The start address and size of executable segments are
known.

Proposition 2 Sufficient conditions for accurate disassem-
bly:

1. adequate coverage
2. code is immutable

The proofs for these propositions are included in the
Appendix. We next discuss the feasibility of each condition.

Tessellation Without this assumption, it is impossible to rule
out over-coverage; and under-coverage can only be avoided
at the price of disassembling every single offset [4]. This
precludes linear sweep on code that relies on techniques like
instruction overlapping and data interleaving. However, prior
work has shown that gcc and clang produce tessellated
code by default for x86_64 [1]. As a matter of fact, they
never insert data into executable segments nor do they emit
overlapping instructions precluding handwritten assembly
(e.g.glibc). Even jump tables are storedwith all other read-
only data in a separate section. Indeed, the Executable and
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Linkable Format (ELF)2 specification has different sections
for code (.text) and data (.bss,.data and.rodata).3

Thus, in x86_64 and RISC-V, jump tables are placed in
the .rodata section.

However, a notable exception isARM,with two constructs
that break the tessellation assumption: literal pools of con-
stants embedded in the text segment and in-function jump
tables. Thus, supporting ARM in SaBRe would be possible
at the price of some additional constraints on the disassem-
bler, for instance reading mapping symbols4 or relocation
information [52]—which is expensive and not fail-safe since
they can be stripped—or listing and analysing instructions
that may precede such constructs (e.g. LDRLS).

Start and size of code segment In practice, the locations and
sizes of all segments are required by the operating system’s
loader to map them into memory. This information is there-
fore provided as metadata in the final compiled and linked
binary, whatever the executable file format. Besides, the exe-
cutability of a segment is always decidable. Most modern
CPUs support an NX bit in their page table to mark entries
that hold non-executable data—by default, everything is exe-
cutable. The operating system sets this bit, if necessary, when
the memory page is mapped into the process space. This
is also reflected in the executable file format. For instance
in ELF, program headers list code segments with their start
address and size, and with flag X (eXecutable).5 Given tes-
sellation, disassembling all X-flagged segments excludes
under-coverage.

Immutability Most applications do not modify their code
during execution, and the operating system typically restricts
write permissions on executable pages—awidespread scheme
commonly known aswrite XOR execute. However, one legit-
imate instance of self-modifying code is just-in-time (JIT)
compilation, which SaBRe does not support.

4 Implementation

In this section, we present the architecture of SaBRe and its
practical usage.

SaBRe is built using amodular architecture thatmaximises
flexibility, as illustrated by Fig. 2. The backbone of SaBRe

2 ELF is the default file format for executable and object files on UNIX
derivatives.
3 Mach-O and PECOFF have similar sections.
4 The ARM ELF specification requires that mapping symbols should
be emitted to identify inline transitions between code and data, notably
at literal pool and jump table boundaries.
5 In systemswithout anOS, where static loading is preferred, this infor-
mation can be found in the linker script.

Fig. 2 SaBRe architecture

comprises the loader and the rewriter. In addition, SaBRe
requires two modules, a backend and a plugin. The back-
end gathers all the ISA-specific code: the disassembler and
the binary-code emitter. The plugin implements the exact
purpose of the rewriting, e.g. tracing system calls, injecting
faults, etc. Note that plugins are loosely coupled with the
backbone by a well-defined API, which enables third-party
plugins to be added to SaBRe easily.

The current implementation of SaBRe targets the Linux
operating system. The backbone comprises 2108 LOC in C;
the x86_64 backend has 1333 LOC split between C (963)
and ASM (410). The API and some optional support code
(data structures to speed up the traversal of scanned libraries
by the rewriter) account for an additional 2016 LOC in C.
The resulting x86_64 binary is only 47KiB split between
33KiB of code and 14KiB of data. The binary for RISC-V is
smaller: 26KiB of code and 14KiB of data, making up a total
of 40KiB. Therefore, SaBRe can be used in small embedded
systems with stringent memory constraints.

SaBRe is available as open source at: https://github.com/
srg-imperial/sabre.

4.1 Backbone

SaBRe’s loader is a dynamically linked executable whose
only dependency is the C runtime library (libc). It provides
the entry point to SaBRe’s execution and only runs at load
time. Upon startup, its first task is to load the plugin and per-
form its specific initialisation, as detailed in Sect. 4.3. Then,
the loader scans the memory map of its own process, which
includes only private and libc segments, to avoid rewrit-
ing them later. Next, it loads the user application (thereafter
called client) into the same process and scans the memory
map again to rewrite the executable segments of both the
client binary and the dynamically linked libraries known to
have system calls.6 Lastly, the loader rewrites the stack for
the client and jumps to its entry point.

6 We perform this optimisation because most applications perform sys-
tem calls via a handful of system libraries, namely: libc, librt,
libpthread and libresolv.
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If the client is statically linked, then the entry point is the
binary itself. By the time the client receives control from
the loader, all system calls have already been rewritten since
libraries (including libc) are incorporated.7 Otherwise, if
the client is dynamically linked (which is the default on
Linux), the entry point is the operating system’s dynamic
loader (ld.so on Linux). In this case, SaBRe’s loader
rewrites ld.so to intercept library loading and rewrite
the libraries before any system call has been issued. Thus,
all libraries needed by the program (including third-party
plugins dynamically loaded by the client using dlopen),
are systematically and transparently rewritten at load time,
ensuring that no system call can be missed. Besides, child
processes are also instrumented through the interception of
the clone system call (see Sect. 4.2).

SaBRe’s rewriter is built into the loader’s binary and
is called just once at load time. This ensures the runtime
overhead is only incurred by the trampoline and the han-
dler. First, the rewriter handles the virtual dynamic shared
object (vDSO). The vDSO is an optimised user-space imple-
mentation for some frequent and safe system calls (e.g.
gettimeofday). Its main point is to avoid the overhead
resulting fromcontext switches to kernel space.Rewriting the
vDSO segment is safe because each process has its own pri-
vate copy, so it only entails the same precautions as rewriting
other mappings. Second, the rewriter examines each library
known to contain system calls or selected functions. For
each such library, the rewriter searches the symbol table (if
present) for the names of functions to be intercepted, and
the corresponding prologues are detoured. Then, the rewriter
scans the .text section for system calls using the ISA-
specific disassembler (see Sect. 4.2). As all system calls are
always rewritten, it is up to the plugin’s handler to treat some
of them specially, e.g. by filtering system call numbers.

In both cases, the patching mechanism works as follows.
The rewriter scans the target memory range, first to col-
lect branch target addresses (see Sect. 2.3), then to actually
rewrite. The rewriter keeps an in-memory buffer of the last
few instructions disassembled so that they can quickly be
relocatedwhenever a systemcall is encountered. The rewriter
searches for candidates for relocation both backwards and
forwards from the system call. If not enough space can be
made to accommodate the detour (e.g. 5 bytes on x86_64),
the target snippet is replaced by a short illegal instruction
(e.g. UD0 on x86_64). At runtime, if triggered, the ille-
gal instruction results in a signal that is caught internally by
SaBRe so that the execution is then redirected to the plugin’s
system call handler.

7 In the current implementation, libraries dlopen-ed by statically
linked binaries are not rewritten. However, this situation is extremely
rare.

SaBRe is designed to detour selected functions named by
the user. To this end, SaBRe relies on the symbol table to
map a function name into the address of its first instruction.
For this reason, if the client binary is stripped of its symbol
table or when inlining is used, function interception is not
possible, except for functions exported for dynamic linking.

4.2 Backends

For each intercepted instruction I , the disassembler provides
SaBRe with the following information:

1. A pointer to the instruction following I , from which
SaBRe computes I ’s size;

2. I ’s addressing mode, in particular whether it is PC-
relative;

3. I ’s side effects (e.g. the flags that it sets);
4. I ’s opcode category: control flow, system call, etc.

SaBRe does not depend upon third-party libraries for dis-
assembling, due to portability and efficiency concerns, but
the built-in disassemblers are as sound as a standard one.
Currently, SaBRe is able to disassemble two ISAs: x86_64
and RISC-V. The backend is also in charge of all aspects
that involve emitting assembly or binary code. This includes:
(1) the jump to the trampoline, (2) the trampoline itself, and
(3) the pre-handlers.

Pre-handlers are handwritten assembly functions that are
called from the trampoline. They perform the following oper-
ations in turn: save machine state (registers and flags), call
the plugin-specific handler, and restore machine state when
the plugin returns.

SaBRe also handles two system calls in a special way:
clone and rt_sigreturn. Intercepting clone poses a
special challenge for SaBRe as after the system call is issued
by the kernel, the child thread is createdwith a fresh stack and
no information on how SaBRe can return execution back to
the caller of the clone system call (usually the libc library).
SaBRe solves this issue by carrying the return address to
the trampoline that issued the system call. For all other sys-
tem calls, this is unnecessary as all information of the return
addresses are stored in the stack. So when a clone system
call is detected, SaBRe jumps to the explicit return address of
our trampoline, which in turn jumps back to the hardcoded
address of the rewritten system call.

The second system call that SaBRe needs to handle in
a special way is rt_sigreturn. This system call returns
execution to an application provided pointer whichwas given
to the kernel from sigaction in order to return from a
signal handler. rt_sigreturn never returns and when it
is issued execution is directly resumed by the kernel to the
application provided pointer. This creates issues as SaBRe
has tampered with the stack while calling the trampolines
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and handlers. Thus, SaBRe restores back the stack pointer to
the value it had prior the jump to the trampoline, just before
rt_sigreturn is issued.

4.2.1 x86_64 backend

Because it has variable-length instructions, the x86_64 ISA
is relatively compact. Detours in x86_64 require 5 bytes for
an unconditional jump: 1 for the opcode and 4 for a 32-bit
displacement that covers a ±2GiB range in address space.
Our empirical evidence shows that this is sufficient to reach
the trampoline.

Due to the complexity of the ISA, resorting to a full-
featured disassembler would be costly. However, as we just
need to be able to quickly traverse the code until an instruc-
tion of interest is found, our implementation does not need
to fully disassemble the instructions being skipped.

4.2.2 RISC-V backend

Reduced instruction sets may require several consecutive
instructions to perform a jump. In RISC-V, there are two
possibilities. First, if the trampoline is within a 20-bit dis-
placement (i.e. 1MiB range), then a single 4-byte instruction
suffices. Otherwise, two 4-byte instructions can reach the
required ±2GiB address range.

In the theoretical case where the trampoline cannot be
fitted within the required address range, SaBRe aborts. We
never encountered this case in practice.

4.3 Plugins

Plugins are compiled as shared objects that are dynami-
cally loaded at runtime via dlopen. SaBRe provides a
well-defined application programming interface (API) to
orchestrate the interaction with the backbone. This API,
designed with both flexibility and simplicity in mind, only
requires two functions to be implemented: the initialisation,
called once at load time; and the system call handler, called
at runtime whenever a system call is intercepted. The plugin
can also implement three additional, optional types of func-
tions. First, the plugin can provide special handlers for vDSO
calls (up to four on x86_64). By default, SaBRe treats such
calls as regular system calls, thus redirecting them to the sys-
tem call handler. Second, the plugin can intercept selected
functions, by associating handlers with function-library or
function-binary couples. In other words, the user can decide
to intercept a function belonging to either a library (in case
of dynamic linking) or the binary itself by filling a dedicated
data structure with the name of the function and the name
of the library or binary. Finally, the plugin can provide a
post-initialisation function that SaBRe calls after the client is
loaded (as opposed to the initialisation function called before

the client is loaded). This may be used, for instance, to have
different systemcall handlers between load time and runtime.

Besides bootstrapping the plugin, the initialisation func-
tion must perform the following two tasks: (1) process the
plugin’s command-line arguments and (2) register the system
call and function handlers with SaBRe. At interception time,
the handler receives the system call number and the argu-
ments. It can therefore decide to actually issue the system
call surrounded by some pre-/post-processing, for instance,
or even not issue the system call at all.

4.4 Limitations

The SaBRe tool has a number of limitations; we enumer-
ate the most important ones here. (1) As discussed in the
Introduction, SaBRe is not designed to handle self-modifying
code. (2) By default, only system calls, vDSO and func-
tion prologues are supported, although SaBRemay easily be
extended, as we did for the multi-version execution plugin
(see Sect. 5.3). (3) SaBRe relies on the symbol table to map a
function name into the address of its first instruction, so if the
client binary is stripped of its symbol table or when inlining
is used, function interception is not possible. (4) Libraries
loaded at runtime (via dlopen) by statically linked binaries
are not seen by the rewriter. (5) In the case of dynamic link-
ing, stack unwinding information is lost due to the simplified
loading scheme of the client; this will be fixed in a future
version, at least for position independent executables (PIE),
by using dlmopen().

Also, due to the cohabitation of two executables in the
same process space, some usually trivial operations may be
unsafe. The main point of contention here is libc’s mem-
ory allocation functions (malloc(), free(), etc.). To
maintain isolation and ensure the client’s behaviour is pre-
served, SaBRe’s loader has its own copy of libc. However,
because of the heap and the thread-local storage being shared
with the client’s libc, combined with the frequent runtime
switches between the client and the plugin, the latter can-
not rely on libc’s malloc. The technical issue is that the
FS register cannot be shared between the client and
the plugin or else memory operations will overlap, which
will lead to memory corruption. Therefore, in the current
implementation, it is recommended that the plugin should
either not make any calls to malloc functions (both directly
and indirectly) or provide its own implementation. We cur-
rently have a functioning workaround that switches the FS
register on every jump between the client and the plugin,
but it introduces three extra system calls as switching the FS
register requires communication with the kernel. We are
working on a much more performant alternative that will be
implemented in the next version of SaBRe.
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5 Evaluation

We first present a set of experiments that demonstrate the
efficiency of SaBRe in terms of load-time and interception
overhead (Sect. 5.1) and then show its versatility by illus-
trating how it can be used to build various types of plugins
(Sects. 5.2–5.4).

5.1 Overhead

To benchmark SaBRe’s load-time and interception overhead,
we implemented an identity plugin that intercepts all system
calls and vDSO and simply reissues them in the handler.
The identity plugin was tested both without and with the
trampoline-based optimisation.

Experimental set-up We tested the identity plugin with four
widely used, high-performance network servers.

Nginx [44] is a popular reverse proxy server, often used as
an HTTP web server, load balancer, or cache. Lighttpd [35]
is a lightweight web server optimised for high-performance
environments. We benchmarked Nginx 1.16.1 and Lighttpd
1.4.54 with wrk 4.1.0, a modern HTTP benchmarking
tool [65]. Both Nginx and Lighttpd servers are configured
to serve a 2KiB file containing random data, with protocol-
level compression enabled. wrk is transferring this file for 3
min using one thread and 40 open connections. We also use
a warm-up period of 5 s.

Redis [50] and Memcached [41] are high-perfor-mance,
in-memory key-value data stores, used by many well-known
services. We benchmarked Redis 5.0.7 and Memcached
1.5.20withmemtier 1.2.17, aRedis/Memcachedbenchmark-
ing tool [42]. Both servers are started with an empty store.
memtier issues the same number of GET and SET operations
with values of 100 bytes, for 3 min using 3 threads and 30
open connections. We also introduced a warm-up period of
5s.

We compiled all servers with default compiler optimisa-
tion options, i.e. -O2. All experiments were conducted on a
machine equipped with two 2.50 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2450
v2 CPUs (8 physical cores, 16 logical cores per CPU), with
188GiB of RAM, and running 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04.3 (kernel
version 4.18.0-21-generic, glibc version 2.27-3ubuntu1).

Rewriting statistics We first report some statistics about
the rewriting process on x86_64. In glibc version 2.28,
SaBRe is able to rewrite all 404 SYSCALL instructions by
means of a detour. The size of the trampoline (without pream-
ble and postamble) is 5 instructions for functions and 10 for
system calls. The only instance where a UD instruction and a
signal are necessary is for RDTSC (see Sect. 5.3). This hap-
pens in the run-time initialisation of statically linked binaries

because both the preamble and the postamble comprise PC-
relative instructions.

Load-time overhead To benchmark SaBRe’s load-time
overhead, we introduced an exit(0) at the top of the main
function of the benchmarked applications, and then used
perfstatwith chrt -f 99 and 2000 iterations tomea-
sure execution times.Results inTable 2 show that SaBRewith
trampolines introduces a delay of less than 65ms during the
loading phase of an application, but the absolute time is still
negligible even for short-running interactive applications, as
response times under 100ms are usually imperceptible to
users [9]. SaBRe under the SIGILL mode performed bet-
ter as it is much simpler to simply replace instructions with
interrupts rather introducing trampolines. SaBRe shows no
significant performance difference between different binary
sizes and number of libraries, as scanning the assembly code
in memory for targets is very efficient. The performance is
mainly dominated by all the other technical details SaBRe
needs to handle (see Sect. 4).

Interception overhead Saturating the application’s CPU
utilisation is important to identify the highest possible inter-
ception overhead. Table 3 reports worst-case overheads for
native applications and the identity plugin under both SIG-
ILL and trampolinemodes. All tests were conducted at 100%
utilisation for the servers for a 3-min execution, and the table
reports the time and overhead per request. As can be seen,
the runtime overhead when solely using SIGILL intercep-
tion is high, varying from 13.20% for Nginx to 65.28% for
Redis. When the trampoline optimisation is used, the over-
head decreases substantially, at under 2.8% in all cases, a two
orders of magnitude improvement.

Table 4 shows various statistics for the 3-min benchmark
execution when using trampolines. We report the time spent
in the kernel, as applications with little kernel time should
see little SaBRe overhead. Indeed, the time spent in the ker-
nel roughly correlated with the overhead of SaBRe. We also
report the total number of requests as well as the number of
syscalls, vDSO call, and RDTSC instructions. As expected,
the total overhead roughly correlates with the sum of system
calls and vDSO calls. (The number of RDTSC instructions
is insignificant in all cases.)

We also explore the overhead at lower CPU utilisation
levels. We do this only for Memcached and Redis, as the
memtier benchmarking tool allows us to control the utilisa-
tion level (unlike wrk that we use for Lighttpd and Nginx).
The results are presented in Table 5 and show that the over-
head decreases substantially at utilisation levels of less than
100%.

We next compare with two open-source systems that pro-
vide functionality similar to SaBRe: syscall_intercept and
LiteInst.
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Table 2 Load-time overhead Load time (ms) Number of libraries Binary size (MiB)

Native SIGILL Trampoline

Lighttpd 0.6 27.3 64.4 8 2.6

Nginx 0.6 25.7 62.0 8 4.6

Memcached 0.4 27.1 63.8 5 0.9

Redis 0.8 27.2 64.7 7 8.4

Table 3 Overheads of
trampolines versus SIGILL for a
3-min benchmark execution
using the identity plugin

Native SIGILL Trampoline

Time (ms/req) Time (ms/req) Overhead (%) Time (ms/req) Overhead (%)

Lighttpd 1.14 1.85 62.3 1.15 0.9

Nginx 3.94 4.46 13.2 3.95 0.3

Memcached 0.89 1.38 55.0 0.90 1.0

Redis 0.72 1.19 65.3 0.74 2.8

Table 4 Various statistics for a
3-min benchmark execution
with trampolines

Kernel time (%) Total requests Total syscalls Total vDSO Total RDTSC

Lighttpd 69.3 6.2M 75.4M 187k 0

Nginx 21.7 1.8M 11.1M 91k 1

Memcached 79.2 18.0M 37.8M 541k 6

Redis 74.2 21.6M 45.3M 45.3M 3

Table 5 Performance difference per CPU utilisation (trampolines, identity plugin)

CPU utilisation (%) Throughput (reqs/s) Normal execution (ms/req) Identity plugin (ms/req) Runtime overhead (%)

Memcached 100 102,503 0.89 0.90 1.0

99 99,394 0.58 0.59 0.5

70 51,625 0.57 0.57 0.4

Redis 100 120,107 0.72 0.74 2.8

99 110,324 0.54 0.55 1.3

85 47,901 0.52 0.52 0.3

Comparisonwith syscall_intercept The library syscall_inter
cept8 is a run-time system call intercepting library that pro-
vides a low-level interface for hooking Linux system calls
in user space. This is achieved by hotpatching the machine
code of the standard C library in the memory of a process.
We compare SaBRe to syscall_intercept due to the similar
goals of the two projects.

syscall_intercept comes with some important limitations.
First, syscall_intercept does not support the clone syscall
and thus multithreaded applications are out of scope. Indeed,
we observed instant crashes in all of our server benchmarks
except Lighttpd. Second, syscall_intercept only rewrites
syscalls inside thelibc library and thus other syscallsmight
be ignored. Lighttpd depends on libraries that have additional
system calls, for example librt. Syscalls in libraries out-

8 https://github.com/pmem/syscall_intercept

side of libc are common: In a quick scan on our Ubuntu
system, we found that 20% of system libraries issue syscalls.

In our Lighttpd benchmark, we avoid triggering system
calls outside of libc in order to compare the two systems
fairly. syscall_intercept showed a +7% overhead compared
to +0.9% of SaBRe. In terms of load time, syscall_intercept
showed a 230.35ms overhead compared to 64.4ms for
SaBRe.

Inspection of the syscall_intercept code base revealed
some contributing factors to the observed performance
overhead. The trampolines leading to the user-provided
interception routine perform additional unnecessary work
compared to SaBRe, such as saving and restoring registers
used by SIMD instructions (which we think would be bet-
ter done as part of the user-provided handler when needed),
as well as doing unavoidable additional checks related to
syscall_intercept’s implementation of logging. Furthermore,
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SaBRe employs a more optimised trampoline system using
only two jumps to get to the user-provided system call han-
dler as opposed to syscall_intercept which uses three or four
jumps to get to the user-provided system call handler.

We also note that syscall_intercept is initialised during
early runtime, while SaBRe is initialised during load time
and thus can intercept a larger set of functionality, e.g. the
loader itself and libraries that come before syscall_intercept
in .init and .preinit.

Comparison with LiteInst LiteInst [11] is an instruction-
punning framework for x86–64. LiteInst also suffers from
some important limitations. First, it only provides function-
call interception and not syscall interception, even though
this is likely a limitation of the implementation. Second, like
syscall_intercept, it does not scan for the target function calls
outside of the target binary, i.e. functionality inside external
libraries is not intercepted. And third, LiteInst only provides
passive probes that cannot skip over the intercepted syscalls
and functions as in the case of SaBRe.

Given these limitations, we could not use our syscall
interception experiments involving network servers. Instead,
we used a micro-benchmark that prints messages through
calling a local function 1000 times for a single run. We mea-
sured the average performance overhead of intercepting these
function calls, using 1000 repetitions. This synthetic micro-
benchmark simulates a worst-case scenario for both tools, as
interceptions are very often and execution time is dominated
by the loader due to the short life of the execution. In absolute
numbers, the native version has a load time of 0.2ms with a
total execution time of 0.3ms.

LiteInst’s average total execution time was 7.7ms with
7.5ms average load time and 0.2ms of average intercepting
time for the local function call. SaBRe showed an average
total execution time of 52.4ms with 52.2ms average load-
time and 0.2ms of average intercepting time. As expected,
both tools are significantly slower than the native version.
SaBRe has similar performance characteristics for intercept-
ing function calls, while the larger load time (6.9x slower) is
expected due to the fact that SaBRe scans both the binary and
its libraries, and rewrites all syscalls even if the user does not
provide any syscall handlers.

5.2 System call tracer

System calls are the main interface between user and kernel
spaces. For that reason, when it comes to understanding how
a given application interacts with the kernel, the ability to
monitor the system calls it issues is paramount. OnLinux, the
most prominent tool to achieve this is strace.9 Although
widely used, it suffers from several shortcomings, all related

9 https://strace.io/

to its underlying technique: the ptrace system call. First,
it requires the existence of a separate process: the tracer.
Second, in terms of performance, for each system call issued
by the traced process,ptrace raises two signals and triggers
four context switches. This is necessary to allow the tracer
to get access to both the arguments and the return value of
each system call. In addition, the tracer needs to attach to
and detach from the traced process, but this only happens
once and is therefore usually negligible in terms of overhead.
Third, in terms of coverage, system calls that go through
vDSO—thus bypassing the kernel—cannot be intercepted.10

Experimental set-up In order to improve on these issues,
we introduce sbrtrace, a system call tracer that leverages
load-time binary rewriting. We implemented sbrtrace as
a SaBRe plugin that mimics strace’s output. We mea-
sured their respective overheads with both the x86_64
and RISC-V backends, averaged over 10 runs. To compare
against dynamic binary instrumentation frameworks, we also
implemented an equivalent tool using Pin [38]. Pin does not
support RISC-V, so we only compared against it on the
x86_64benchmarks.Wealso considered comparing against
DynamoRIO, but the available open-source DynamoRIO is
tied to a very old GLibc version on Linux systems and we
could not run it under our Ubuntu distribution.

Benchmarks for x86_64 were run natively under Linux
5.4.0 on amachine powered by an Intel Core i3-8100 CPU (4
cores running at 3.6GHz) and32GiBofDDR4RAMrunning
at 3200MHz. Due to lack of hardware, RISC-V bench-
marks were run on a QEMU instance emulating a single-core
machine with 2GiB of DRAM propping up Linux 5.4.0.

The benchmark we used issues read and write sys-
tem calls as fast as possible using GNU dd. All the values
provided hereafter are means over ten measurements.

Figure 3a shows the performance results for x86_64. In
this experiment, slightly more than one million system calls
were issued, equally split between reads and writes. The
native execution spends 10.04 s in system calls and 14.40 s
in user space, for a total of 24.45 s of wall clock time on
average.

The slowest tracer was the one based on Pin. It took 49x
longer to run than the native execution. This overhead was
largely due to Pin’s rewriting and lookup of translated basic
blocks which incurs a significant run-time penalty. It also
introduces many more system calls which are required to
allocate the additional executable pages that are necessary
to host the rewritten code. Note, however, that the Pin tracer
runs for over 20 min, so the benchmark is sufficiently long-
running to warm up its internal code trace caches and thus
does not unduly penalise it compared to the other approaches.

10 vDSO can be disabled but, depending on the application, this may
incur a significant overhead.
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(a) N=25MB on x86 64.

(b) N=10KB on RISC-V.

Fig. 3 Execution times of dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/null
bs=1 count=N

Due to the overhead introduced by ptrace, strace
spends 57x longer in the kernel, but only 17x longer in user
space. Overall strace introduces a 28x slowdown. By con-
trast, sbrtrace introduces only a 2x slowdown with 3x
longer in the kernel and 1.3x longer in user space. The cost of
intercepting system calls and formatting the output is respon-
sible for the additional time compared to native execution.
The formatting cost is exactly one write system call
per original system call.

Since release 5.3, strace can arrange to be notified by
ptrace only when specific system calls are issued using a
seccomp sandbox [10]. This drastically reduces the over-
head incurred by strace if it is used to trace only rarely
occurring system calls. For example, we ran the dd bench-
mark, using strace with seccomp, but only tracing the
brk system call which is only called three times. The results
are now vastly different, strace with seccomp runs in
25.60 s split between 13.48 s in user space and 12.11 s in
system calls, which is very similar to the native execution
and significantly faster then stracewhich takes 469.88 s to

complete the same benchmark. Similarly, when sbrtrace
is configured to only trace the same brk system calls it is
able to complete the benchmark in 25.00 s, 15.37 s of which
are spent in user space and the remaining 9.62 s are spend in
system calls.

ForRISC-V, the experiment involved a smallerworkload—
10KiB instead of 25MiB—because the emulation imposes a
significant run-time overhead. In this case, the total number
of systemcalls issuedwas slightly above20k. Still, the results
are very similar to x86_64, as depicted in Fig. 3b. strace
and sbrtrace are, respectively, 70x and 5x slower than
native.

Finally, we remind the reader that sbrtrace also inter-
cepts the vDSO calls, which is out of reach for strace.

5.3 Multi-version execution

Multi-version execution (MVX) is a paradigm in which
multiple versions of a program are run concurrently, with
their execution synchronised and virtualised to appear as
a single entity to the outside world. The technique has
numerous applications in improving the security and reli-
ability of software systems by combining diversity and
fault-tolerance [25,26,51,66].

Varan [26] proposed a novel decentralised architecture for
MVX systems that leverages a record-replay strategy based
on an in-memory ring buffer. Several other recent MVX sys-
tems [30,47,58,66] incorporate elements of this architecture.
In Varan, a leader version performs the actual system calls,
vDSO and RDTSC instructions and writes their results into
an in-memory buffer, whilemultiple follower versions do not
perform the calls and RDTSC instructions and instead read
their results from the buffer.

We reimplementedVaran on top of SaBRe by splitting it in
half: the part that intercepts system calls, vDSO and RDTSC
instructions is built on top of SaBRe, while the actual MVX
functionality of Varan resides in a separate plugin.

Results First, the separation of the monolithic Varan into
two resulted in an immediate increase in code quality. This
separation of concerns meant that the Varan plugin did not
have to worry about interception and binary rewriting, and
also meant that it could now use third-party libraries such
as libc, which was not previously possible before due to
the engineering implications of its monolithic architecture.
One particular area of improvement was support for multi-
threading.While the originalVaran supportedmulti-threaded
applications, the support for this degraded over time, to a
point that Varan could not properly support multithreading
anymore. Separating it made it easier to debug and maintain
this feature, and multi-threading works again well with the
new SaBRe-based implementation.
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Table 6 SaBRe MVX overhead
results (in ms), compared to
Varan

Application Only leader Leader and follower

SaBRe Varan Overhead (%) SaBRe Varan Overhead (%)

Lighttpd 1.78 1.79 − 0.56 1.92 1.93 − 0.52

Nginx 4.53 4.54 − 0.22 4.65 4.63 0.43

Redis 0.91 0.91 0.32 1.31 1.28 0.69

To keep leader and follower executions consistent, we
had to augment SaBRe to intercept RDTSC instructions. The
RDTSC instruction counts the number of cycles since last
reset. We also had to intercept the __libc_start_main
function to allow proper initialisation of the plugin.

In terms of performance, the differences between the
monolithic and SaBRe-based Varan are insignificant. Table 6
compares the performance of the monolithic and SaBRe-
based Varan using the same benchmarks as in Sect. 5.1 (from
which we removed Memcached, due to the multi-threading
issues of the monolithic Varan discussed above). We show
two scenarios commonly used in multi-version execution,
one in which only the leader is run (e.g. as sometimes used
in Mvedsua [48]) and the other in which the leader and one
follower are run (as sometimes used in FreeDA [47]). In both
scenarios, the performance differences are insignificant, in
the range of −0.56 to 0.69%.

5.4 Fault injector

We have built a simple fault injector plugin that aims to
test application resiliency in face of system-related error
conditions. Error-handling paths for conditions related to
starvation of resources in the system are not thoroughly
tested. Therefore, we aim to check how well the applica-
tion responds to conditions such as running out of memory
or disk space. SaBRe lends itself perfectly to the task, as it
allows us to intercept and modify system calls in an unobtru-
sive manner. Furthermore, this was achieved with minimal
programming effort: the plugin is roughly 300 LOC long.

We employed a simple, configurable and extensible
scheme for simulating system call failures. Each system
call is assigned to families relevant to its functionality. The
categories are device management, file-descriptor handling,
network operations, processmanagement, andmemoryman-
agement. These allowed us to categorise 286 system calls out
of 333. The remaining system calls were either ones that are
never allowed to fail and were left untouched (22 of them),
or those that could not be neatly categorised and were thus
put into an uncategorised family (25 of them).

Users can configure the fault injector by assigning fail-
ure probabilities to each family on the command line. These
probabilities are used by the system call handler when it con-
ducts a fault-injection campaign to determine whether or not

the current system call should fail. In the event of a failure,
an appropriate error code is returned by the handler, and the
failure is logged to the relevant output stream. Beyond log-
ging the failure, the occurrence number of the failing system
call is recorded to aid with debugging.

Experimental set-up To get a broad overview of the
effectiveness of the plugin, we applied it to the GNU Core-
utils [20], containing well-known utilities such as ls and
mkdir. Although we were able to use the test suite bundled
directly with GNU Coreutils, it relies heavily on gdb scripts
and function interception via the dynamic linker, all of which
complicate the execution of the utilities and made the results
harder to analyse. This is why we decided to drive the testing
of the GNU Coreutils with the test suite of BusyBox [8], an
implementation of these utilities targeting embeddeddevices.
BusyBox’s test suite relies only on the utilities themselves
and is thus easier to execute.We ran the test suitewith failures
enabled for each family in isolation with a 20% failure prob-
ability, and then we added a final run with failures enabled
for all families at a rate of 10%.

Results Wefound three distinct types of issues, ranging from
mild (cryptic error reporting messages) to severe (crashes):

(a)Cryptic error messages In general, error reporting var-
ied significantly in quality. Many messages were cryptic,
especially for a general user (e.g. “: Bad file descriptor”),
and in some cases both cryptic and misleading, e.g. some
applications claimed to be unable to write output, when the
failure logs indicated that only reads had failed.

(b)Lack of resiliency Many system calls cannot be inter-
rupted whilst they are handled. If this happens, EINTR is
reported, and the client application is expected to retry the
system call. However, we often found that many of the
tested utilities immediately exited in this situation andmerely
printed the integer value of EINTR to standard error, instead
of retrying the system call.

(c)Crashes In the face of unusual memory manage-
ment conditions, many of the tested utilities immediately
crashed with a segmentation fault instead of exiting grace-
fully. Notably, we found that most applications could not
survive a failure in mmap() when mapping in libc pages dur-
ing dynamic loading, whichwe think is acceptable. However,
some applications crashed when the first call to malloc()
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failed. Specifically, when malloc() is first called, the size of
the uninitialised data segment is expanded using the brk()

system call. This is done to provide malloc with an arena
from which to allocate memory to the user: the heap. When
this particular invocation of brk() fails, many applications
failed to detect this and crashed immediately.

6 Related work

In 2009, Google developed the secure computing mode (sec-
comp) sandbox [21], as part of its Native Client (NaCl)
project [67]. To the best of our knowledge, seccomp sand-
box is currently the only pre-existing load-time selective
binary rewriting implementation, although the idea was first
proposed back in 1997 [19]. We implemented SaBRe by
borrowing some code from NaCl, especially the x86_64 dis-
assembler and someparts of the systemcall rewriter. Thiswas
considerably reworked to meet our needs and directly incor-
porated into the SaBRe codebase. However, SaBRe differs
significantly from seccomp sandbox in several respects. First
and foremost, seccomp sandbox has no flexibilitywith regard
to how system calls are handled, and does not provide anAPI.
Second, the isolation required by sandboxing introduces a
significant runtime penalty. Third, seccomp sandbox specif-
ically targets x86_64 and has no modularity. More broadly,
SaBRe is a rewriting system suitable for various applications,
while seccomp sandbox is solely aimed at sandboxing.

The following paragraphs offer an overview of projects
that relate in some way to SaBRe. For a broader and more
comprehensive review of the state of the art in binary rewrit-
ing, the reader is referred to Wenzl et al. [63].

As regards static binary rewriting, i.e. modifying a binary
file ahead of execution, most techniques fall into one of three
categories: trampoline, insertion, or lifting (see Sect. 2.1).
SaBRe belongs to the former, together with Detours [27],
Dyninst (static) [5,12], BIRD [43], PEBIL [32], STIR [62],
Multiverse [4], andE9Patch [17].Detours onlyworks at func-
tion level and thus cannot intercept individual instructions.
BIRD partly relies on dynamic speculative disassembly,
which incurs a significant runtime overhead. Both of them
are specifically aimed at Windows binaries. PEBIL dupli-
cates entire functions, even if just a couple of instructions
are instrumented. STIR goes further and replicates whole
segments. Multiverse leverages an expensive brute-force
approach to disassemble every byte offset in the text sec-
tion. Most importantly, none of them can rewrite the shared
libraries needed by the program without additional effort
from the user. Since all system calls usually lie in such
libraries (particularly libc), this makes all of those tools
unfit to the task. By contrast, Dyninst is able to rewrite
libraries transparently but it suffers from the problems of
static approaches, as discussed in “Disassembly challenges”

section of the “Appendix”. In fact, the programmer’s guide
states this limitation, alerting the developer that Dyninst
finds targets of indirect jumps only by matching binary code
against known patterns generated by popular compilers [12].
SaBRe, whichworks after the code is loaded and all addresses
are resolved, can detect problematic indirect control-flow
transfers by padding detours with invalid instructions. Dia-
blo [57] works at link time but requires a patched toolchain
and does not support dynamically linked binaries, which
greatly limits its usability onmodernLinux systems. E9Patch
improves on instruction punning (see below) by introduc-
ing instruction eviction and physical page grouping, all
three techniques being agnostic to control flow. LLBT [54]
is a static binary translation tool for ARM that lifts code
into LLVM intermediate representation before retargeting
a different ISA. As mentioned earlier, this is inefficient
for binaries produced by other compilers. Additional recent
work [16,56,60,61,64] has seen the emergence of compiler-
agnostic variations on binary lifting. But these techniques
rely on additional assumptions (typically the availability of
relocation data) or are restricted to some binary forms (e.g.
64-bit PIC [16]). Furthermore, the static analysis involved is
still heavyweight and it is not clear how efficiently a large
number of libraries can be handled by such tools.

As regards dynamic binary rewriting, i.e. modifying
instructions at runtime, the most prominent tools include:
SecondWrite [18], Dyninst (dynamic) [7], DynamoRIO [6],
Pin [38], MAMBO [22], ADORE [37] and LiteInst [11].
SecondWrite performs rewriting on LLVM bitcode, which
is costly to do dynamically due to the binary lifting pro-
cess. Dyninst relies on a separate process and ptrace11

to achieve this at runtime, which incurs a high overhead
in both space and time. DynamoRIO and Pin have been
reported to impose runtime penalties of at least 20% and
54%, respectively [39], just to maintain supervised execu-
tion, without any additional instrumentation, while SaBRe’s
overhead on the identity plugin is less than 3% (see Sect.
5.1). Most dynamic rewriters have to pay similar costs, due
to their common underlying technique: code caching. Thus,
instead of being rewritten in place, the code is copied to a sep-
arate scratch space—the cache—where all indirect control
flows have to be fixed up. Obviously, this also has a signifi-
cant impact on memory and energy consumption. MAMBO,
which specifically targets ARM, has a built-in mechanism to
intercept system calls; but, although it has lower overhead
than other dynamic binary modification tools, it still suffers
from the cost of maintaining a code cache. SaBRe boasts
a much lighter footprint on resources than all aforemen-
tioned techniques, which makes it the only practical option
for binary rewriting on small embedded systems. The only

11 See Sect. 5.2 for why ptrace is costly. Note that unlike strace,
Dyninst only relies on ptrace for rewriting, not for interception.
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two exceptions here are ADORE and LiteInst. Rather than
code caching, the ADORE system leverages trampolines to
redirect the execution of small portions of code at runtime,
with very lowoverhead.However, it is restricted to a very spe-
cific application—runtime data cache prefetching—and is
optimised accordingly. Similarly to SaBRe, LiteInst relies on
trampolines, but it pairs this common technique with instruc-
tion punning,which allows it towork alsowith indirect jumps
and short instructions We have directly compared with Lite-
Inst in Sect. 5.1.

Besides, although all the aforementioned projects operate
in user space, extended Berkeley packet filtering (eBPF) can
be used to intercept system calls in the kernel. However, as
eBPF programs are actually running inside the kernel, there
are security implications. Therefore, eBPF programs have to
be statically analysable for correctness by the eBPF verifier,
which means expressiveness is limited due to the language
not being Turing-complete. In particular, loops are forbid-
den, pointer arithmetic is restricted, accessible memory has
fixed size and the instruction count is bounded.12 In addition,
as vDSO calls do not go through the kernel, they cannot be
captured by eBPF. vltrace13 is a system call tracer that
relies on eBPF. It has several system requirements and depen-
dencies, including a recent, suitably configured kernel and
third-party libraries. In contrast, SaBRe is self-contained and
works with any kernel. Besides, the Linux perf-trace14

tool leverages kernel probes to monitor system calls. But it
similarly requires a suitably configured kernel and must be
run with superuser privileges.

Finally, a widely used technique to intercept function calls
is library interposition (see e.g. Xifer [13]).15 The idea is to
define in a separate library one or several functions with the
same name as existing ones and bind them at load time so
that they are called instead of the original ones. This works
well for named functions with the same restrictions as with
SaBRe—symbols have to be exported—but with additional
constraints. First, only function calls that go through the pro-
cedure linkage table (PLT) are interposable. Second, library
interposition will not work with statically linked binaries
since it relies on the dynamic loader’s doing the final link.
Third, LD_PRELOAD cannot be used with setuid pro-
grams for security reasons.

12 Unfortunately, despite all these constraints, eBPF is not exempt from
vulnerabilities: CVE-2017-16995 allowed to bypass the eBPF verifier
so as to get unlimited read/write access within the kernel.
13 https://github.com/pmem/vltrace
14 https://perf.wiki.kernel.org/
15 On Linux, this is usually achieved by setting the LD_PRELOAD
environment variable.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced SaBRe, a lightweight load-
time system for selective binary rewriting. SaBRe enables
adding, removing, and modifying instructions in process
memory, both in the program itself and in libraries. We
described themain theoretical challenges for accurate rewrit-
ing, including those for disassembly with a linear-sweep
scheme, and rewriting with a trampoline-based approach. On
the practical side, we used the modular plugin architecture of
SaBRe and its flexibleAPI to build backends for x86_64 and
RISC-V, and plugins for system call tracing, multi-version
execution and fault injection, which have been evaluated on
real applications. The overhead of bare interception, without
any added instrumentation, ranges between 0.3% and 2.8%.
The MVX plugin, which is the most complex, performs on
par with the state-of-the-art monolithic Varan system. By tar-
geting the RISC-V architecture, not relying on third-party
libraries and keeping themain binary below50KiB, SaBRe is
also a better fit for embedded systems under strong memory
constraints than any other solution in the literature.

Finally, we remind the reader that SaBRe is open source
and can be found at: https://github.com/srg-imperial/sabre.
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A Appendix

We start by providing some formal definitions (“Defini-
tions” section of the Appendix), then assess the main chal-
lenges involved (“Disassembly challenges” section of the
“Appendix”) and finally demonstrate the propositions under-
pinning our approach (“Proofs” section of the “Appendix”).
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A.1 Definitions

Definition 1 An instruction word is a finite sequence of
executable bytes. A data word is a finite sequence of non-
executable bytes, which may include padding or junk bytes.

Definition 2 A program is a finite sequence of both instruc-
tion and data words. The code of a program is the subse-
quence derived by deleting data words.

Definition 3 A code snippet refers to a sequence of one or
several instructions.

We model the memory M as a one-dimensional space.
Each memory object is characterised by its start address and
its size, which determine a connected (or contiguous) subset
ofM . Let A(o) and S(o)be functions thatmap anobjecto into
its start address and size, respectively. The distance between
two objects is the difference between their start addresses.

Definition 4 A segment is a connected (or contiguous) subset
of the memory space M .

Each segment has a set of permissions attached to it,
usually a combination of Read, Write and eXecute. All
instructions must be mapped to executable segments.

Definition 5 The code coverage is the proportion of instruc-
tions that the disassembler is able to decode.Under-coverage
occurs when some instructions are missed and thus the pro-
gram is not fully disassembled. Over-coverage occurs when
data words are interpreted as instructions. When neither
occurs, we have adequate coverage.

Note that both types of inadequate coverage can mani-
fest simultaneously, i.e. we could have both under-coverage
(some instructions are missed) and over-coverage (some data
words aremisinterpreted as instructions). Also, note that ade-
quate coverage is not sufficient to guarantee the accuracy of
the disassembly, as immutability of the code is also required
(see Proposition 2).

A.2 Disassembly challenges

The main challenges of disassembling are as follows:

Code discovery One of the core challenges of disassemblers
is to distinguish between data and instruction words. This
major theoretical challenge is known since 1978 [24] and is
now referred to as the content classification or code discovery
problem [18,55] or simply code discovery. It is proven to
be reducible to the halting problem [24]. The fundamental
reason behind the undecidability is that for a snippet to be
proven as code it has to be reachable through some execution
path.However, somepathsmay involve indirect jumpswhose
target addresses can not be known before execution.

On the practical side though, there are solutions to make
the distinction between code and data obvious. One of them
is to embed some metadata into the memory representa-
tion. For instance, one possible convention would be for
instruction and data words to have their first bit set to 0
and 1, respectively. This scheme has several major draw-
backs, including the waste of encoding space, which is why
no commercial ISA uses it. Another, more realistic, design is
segregation, either physical or logical. Physical segregation
is embodied by Harvard architectures [23, p. L-4] in which
code and data have their own separate memories. However,
most real-world computers (aside from embedded devices)16

have taken a hybrid Harvard/Von Neumann approach char-
acterised by a unified memory, mixing both instructions and
data. ForVonNeumann architectures, logical segregation can
be used instead. This can be achieved by having the kernel
enforce some partitioning of the address space exposed to
the user. Another option is for the executable file format to
mandate code and data to be stored in separate segments (as
discussed later). In either case, segregation requires coop-
eration from the compiler as it is the only one to know the
original program’s semantics.

If the disassembler misinterprets data as code, there are
two possible outcomes: (1) the decoded bytes happen to
represent a valid instruction, and (2) there exists no such
instruction encoding.

Case (1) results in over-coverage. If the considered archi-
tecture has fixed-length instructions (e.g. MIPS), this is
benign. However, if instructions have variable length (e.g.
x86_64) then an additional hazard is to derail, i.e. to
desynchronise from the instruction stream. In this situa-
tion, the disassembler derives erroneous start addresses for
subsequent legitimate instructions and fails to decode them
properly. This might happen because such ISAs do not
impose any alignment in order to optimise code density.

In case (2), the disassembler skips invalid bytes until it
synchronises back to the instruction stream. In the process
of coming back on track, the disassembler might temporar-
ily reach a fake execution path, i.e. a sequence of bytes that
happen to encode legal instructions. This translates into both
under-coverage (since legitimate instructions aremissed) and
over-coverage (as extra instructions in the fake path are disas-
sembled). However, prior work shows it is rare to miss more
than three genuine instructions on x86_64 [36].

Instruction overlapping and embedding On ISAs with
variable-length instructions, an additional issue is the pos-

16 In the embedded world, the situation is slightly different. On the one
hand, most microprocessors rely on a pure Von Neumann architecture
with either no or a single cache and one bus because of its simpler
design and reduced footprint. On the other hand, microcontrollers stick
to separate flash memory for code and RAM for data.
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sibility of having a given snippet encode several execution
paths [45]. This is possible if there is some amount of
overlap between neighbouring instructions. More formally,
there may exist two instruction sequences i and j such that
A(i) < A( j) but A(i)+ S(i) > A( j), i.e. the last few bytes
of i are also the first bytes of j . In this case, a disassembler
might only discover the main execution path, namely the one
comprising i . On the other hand, j may only be reached
through a jump and thus belongs to the hidden execution
path.

A variation on overlapping is instruction embedding [33]
or aliasing, wherein A(i)<A( j) but A(i)+S(i) ≥ A( j) +
S( j) i.e. some bytes of i happen to encode j entirely. While
general overlap across several instructions is only used in
obfuscated code, some rare examples of embedding can be
found in glibc [1], which is the most widespread imple-
mentation of the C standard and run-time library among
Linux distributions. The purpose of the glibc embedding
is to prepend an optional lock to a regular instruction, so that
this lock can be skipped through a conditional jump.

A.3 Proofs

Proposition 1 Sufficient conditions for adequate coverage:

1. Within a segment, instructions are tessellated, i.e. there
is neither gap nor overlap between them.

2. The start address and size of executable segments are
known.

Proof Let us denote by Ia the actual set of instructions in
the program and by Id the set of instructions found by the
disassembler.Wewant to prove that Id = Ia, i.e. both Id ⊂ Ia
and Id ⊃ Ia.

(⊂) Instructions are tessellated; in particular, there is no
gap between them. This ensures that nothing other than code
can be encountered in executable segments. Tessellation also
guarantees the absence of overlap between instructions. This
in turn ensures that no extra instruction can be encountered
by derailing into a fake execution path (see “Disassembly
challenges” section of the “Appendix”). Therefore, Id shall
be a subset of Ia.

(⊃) The start address and size of executable segments are
known. Linear sweep guarantees that no instruction on the
main execution path in executable segments can be missed.
Besides, instructions are tessellated; in particular, there is
no overlap between them. Thus, there cannot exist hidden
execution paths. Moreover, all instructions need to lie in exe-
cutable segments. Therefore, Id is necessarily a superset of
Ia. ��

Adequate coverage is not enough to guarantee the accu-
racy of the disassembly, i.e. its full correctness across the
execution.

Proposition 2 Sufficient conditions for accurate disassem-
bly:

1. adequate coverage
2. code is immutable

Proof Adequate coverage means that all instructions are
appropriately decoded at the time they are read by the disas-
sembler. Then, under this assumption, the only way bywhich
the disassembly can be inaccurate is if the code changes
after it has been disassembled. Code immutability therefore
guarantees that any program adequately covered by the dis-
assembler will result into an accurate disassembly ever after.

��
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